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THE MYSTICAL AND MEDICAL
PHILOSOPHY OF PARACELSUS
by MANLY P. HALL
An Essay

in Four Parts Covering:

Sympathetic Forces Operating in Nature
Universal Energy
The Mystical and Medical
Philosophy of Paracelsus

Fundamentals of Metaphysical

Invisible Creatures of the Elements

by MANLY P. HAU
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Paracelsus von Hohenheim (1493-1541) was not only the outstanding
medical therapist of his time, but the greatest mystic in the history of Western
medicine. He devoted his life to research in the healing arts, associating himself with all branches of folk medicine, exploring the fields of animal magnetism, alchemy, astrology, and cabalism. He visited Constantinople to acquaint
himself with the secret practices of the Dervishes and the Sufis.

The writings of Paracelsus are still an unexplored treasury of recipes, formulas, and processes. Always his principal concern was the recovery of the sick, rather than the perpetuation of orthodox procedures. He was indeed a
complete physician, as concerned with the spiritual nature of man as with his physical health , and one of the first
to recognize the importance of mental and emotional attitudes as factors contributing to bodily infirmities.
To these essays is added a digest translation of the original writing of Paracelsus, "The Nature Spirits," not otherwise available in English, with an introduction by Manly P. Hall.
Art-paper cover, 78 pages, $1.50 (plus 4% tax in California)

THE PISCEAN AGE
A SYSTEM OF WORLD PROPHECY
by MANLY P. HALL
This publication, originally issued at the beginning of World War II, sets
forth a method for calculating mundane events over long periods of time, as
used by outstanding astrologers of the past. The new and revised edition,
published in I 964, has a special section devoted to the period between 1963 and 1968. It provides the information
necessary for those who wish to explore the theory of world predictions, and includes a number of charts demonstrating the validity of the method recommended.
Art-paper cover, 46 pages, $1.25 (plus 4% tax in California)

DAILY WORDS
OF WISDOM
A
Calenda r

of
Inspiring
Thoughts

A special quotation for each day of
the year, selected from the writing s
of MANLY P. HALL. These
thoughts help to key the day and
strengthen the inner resources of our
natures. Since the dates only are
given, the calendar is useful for any
year. Man y friends have expressed
their appreciati on for this unusua l
publication .
" Y o11r u•o11der/11Ibookie! D aily W ords has
come. It is exactly tl'hat I needed /or medit<1tio11."
- L.G. , Sydney, Austra lia

An att ract ive littl e bookl et, art-pape r cover,
typescript , 56 pages.
Pri ce: $ 1.25
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A SERIES
OF

LECTURE
BOOKLETS
by
MANLY P. HALL

Of the original group of twelve lectures selected for this series, only eight
are still available in separate form:
BUDDHA 'S 'SERMON ON THE MOUNT-Buddha's
explanation of
the causes of human suffering and the road that leads to peace.
INCOMPATIBILITY , A CRISIS IN MODERN LIVING-A mature
presentation , with recommendations , based upon personal research and
insight.
THE MYSTERY OF HUMAN BIRTH-A philosophic analysis of the
superphysical factors underlying the beginnings of physical life.
PLANETARY INFLUENCE AND THE HUMAN SOUL
psychic ties with the universal forces around him.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS RITUAL-Ancient
rituals, and how they can contribute to modern peace of soul.

Man 's
rites and

THE VALUE OF PRAYER IN PSYCHOLOGICAL INTEGRATIONThe spiritual resources of the individual, and how prayer helps to make
them available. ·
A VITAL CONCEPT OF PERSONAL GROWTH-An outline for attaining serenity of mind , maturity of emotion, and a constructive program for daily action.
WOMAN, THE MOTHER OF ALL LIVING-The story of woman' s
wonderful contribution to the security of the human race.
Illustrated art-paper cover, 32 pages, $ .75 each

While writing regularly for a leading astrological magazine, Mr. Hall
prepared four articles dealing with
unusual phases of astrological thinking. His essays were gathered into a
booklet , which has been out of print
for many years and is now re-issued
in attractive form . The four sections
of this publication deal with inf ant
mortality , marriage, death , and suicide. Philosophical overtones are
stressed, and many practical questions are considered .
Art-pap er COl'er, 32 pages.
Pri ce: $ .75.
(pl ease add 4';/o tax in Californi a )

At the time of publication, two hundred sets of the twelve lectures were
reserved for binding. Several years ago, the first hundred sets were sold
out; the remaining one hundred are now being bound . Th is will be the last
opportunity to secure the complete set of twel ve booklets in one attractive
volume. The four titles listed below, which are not available separately,
are included in the bound volume:
How Belief in Rebirth Can Enrich your Life
An Introduction to Dream Interpretation
Positive Uses of Psychic Energy
The Therapeutic Value of Music

Th ese titl es
are available
only in the
bottnd volume

Complete set of 12 booklets in one handsome cloth-bound volume,
stamped in gold - Price, $ 10.00
(please add 4% tax in California)

LECTURESBY MANLY P. HALL
Transcribed

from Tape Recordings -

Mimeographed,

14-16 pages each

Price: $1.25 a copy, postpaid
#65-LOVE HAS NO ENEMIES: Charity Begins in the Heart. If we can cultivate true charity, we will find that
we have discovered a universal medicine to restore the beauty of human relationships.
#66-THE
MAL E AND FEMALE ASPECTS OF THE HUMAN SOUL: Balancing Contrary Pressures. How can
the individual free himself from those internal stresses which contribute so much to the sickness and sorrO\.Vof our
time?
#67-LET
NOT YOUR HEART BE TROUBLED: How to Outwit America 's No. 1 Killer. There are natura l
and practical ways to reduce the danger of heart ailments if we have the courage to practice mental and emotiona l
disciplines.
#68-PAST
LIVES AND PRESENT PROBLEMS: The Burden of Unfinished Business. It is obvious that some
people are more fortunate in life than others. A constructive philosophy of life must enable us to reconcile the apparently unequal distribution of burdensome life experiences with the concept of divine justice.
#69-THE
CLEANSING POWER OF THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT: Old Truths that Make the Future Beautiful.
It is useful to realize the importance of the Christmas spirit as a first line of defense against the critical and cynical attitude abroad in the world. A. rich experience of Christmas helps us to enter the new year with higher hopes
and more gracious convictions.
(Lecture of Dec. 22, 1963) .
.±po-ACCEPTING
THE CHALLENGE OF MATURITY: The Courage to Be a Person. To be a well-adjusted
human being, the maturing of the body must be accompanied by an equal maturing of the mind. Unless character
comes of age in man , he can never solve the problems that confront him.
#71-MAN'S
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE LOWER KINGDOMS OF NATURE. Have we the right to assume
that man is the only creature with a spirit and a soul? There are practical ways in which our respect for life can
extend to all living things, even under the pressures of modern living and scientific progress.
#72-THE
ASTROLOGICAL PHILOSOPHY OF ECLIPSES: With a Survey of Their Effects on Individuals and
Nations in 1965. (Lecture of February 7, 1965).

SUBSCRIBETO THE LECTURENOTE'S PROGRAM

l

l
/

FOR A YEAR

;,-

You will receive an outstanding lecture by manly P. Hall
each month , in mimeographed form. This is the only way in
which this important material is available for home study. By
subscribing, you will receive each lecture as soon as it is ready ,
and you will save money too.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: $12.00 for twelve lectures
(plus 48c tax in California)

THE PHILOSOPHICAL
RESEARCH
SOCIETY
, INC.

3910 Los FELIZBLVD. Los ANGELES
, CALIFORNIA
90027

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM MANLY P. HA LL'S
"ENCYCLOPEDIC OUTLINE OF SYMBO LICAL PHILO SOPHY"
These illustrations are in full color, approximately 9 x 13 inches, and each is accompanied by
a descriptive caption. Printed on a fine grade of heavy paper with wide margins, suitable for
framing.
PRICE: $ .75 each (plus 4% tax in Calif.)
1. Comte de St-Germain

The supply of these beau-

7. Rosicrucian Crucifixion

tiful pictures is now ex-

12. King Solomon and the Shedd

tremely limited. The plates

13. 47th Proposition of Euclid

are no longer in existence,

28. Casting the Molten Sea

so it will not be possible to

34. Mohammed Cleansing the Caaba

make reprints when the pres-

35. Mystery of Xibalba
47TH

PROPOSITION

OF EUCLID

ent supply is exhausted.

36. Martyrdom of Hypatia
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THREE REMARKABLEMYSTICAL PAINTINGS
Suitable for Framing
by Mihran K. Serailian, from Designs
Prepared by Manly P. Hall
(Left)-The

Seven Spinal Chakras, according to the Yogic doctrine.

(Center)-Opening
of the Third Eye. Symbolic head of Minerva,
showing the interior of the brain in a state of spiritual
exaltation.
These prints, in rich and beautiful color, are approximately
9 x 13 inches, and each is accompanied by a descriptive
caption. A new printing has been made in response to numerous requests. These pictures are especially valuable to
students of esoteric subjects, and will make interesting and
inspiring gifts.

(Right)-A

Synthetic Emblematic Cross, signifying the unification
of all religious and philosophic doctrines.
Price: $1.00 each, $3.00 for the set
(please add 4% tax in California)

